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ABSTRACT: The paper is the result of collaboration between seven European universities and covers health, social pedagogy, and special education programs, aimed at the removal of barriers to social inclusion and social participation facing children and young adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD). The collaboration received funding from the Erasmus+ Intensive Program with the aim of developing a common curriculum on social inclusion for children and young adults with IDD. Identifying variables that support inclusion for individuals with IDD who engage in challenging behavior is critically important and this paper is built on reviewing social and educational policies from 5 European countries in order to do so. The paper re-
veals loopholes and paradoxes in policy that hinder social inclusion when addressing challenging behavior. The greatest challenges identified by the researchers are the gaps in training for different professions and the lack of overarching legislation for these professions. Another issue identified is government tolerance of a lack of clear competencies and codes of conduct amongst unregulated service providers.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper we aim to focus on challenging behavior as a barrier for social inclusion of children and young people with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD). However, as a result of the critical reflection, we ascertain that it is coercive practice in response to challenging behavior that may be responsible for hindering inclusion. We discuss relevant national legislation from contributing European countries and specific professional approaches to challenging behavior from a practitioner’s perspective. We discuss professional perspectives that our team represents and therefore social educators (Norway), special pedagogues (Poland, Romania, Sweden) and learning disability nurses (UK) are at the focus, as they are positioned at the center of our professional experience. Coincidently, we unveil controversial paradoxes, entangled in the interplay between national legislation on social inclusion and human rights, and the use of legal coercion in professional practice. Therefore, the overall aim of our article is to highlight the gaps and grey areas in policy and practice that addresses challenging behavior that may create barriers to the social inclusion of people with IDD in the five European countries we explore (Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom, Poland, and Romania).

Although enhancing social inclusion is one of the important aims in professional practice, it is inhibited by problem behavior. Problem behavior may sometimes lead to use of coercion (physical force, the use of power or restraint against a person’s will). The legal use of force and coercion as a measure to reduce the negative consequences of problem behavior creates a barrier to social inclusion and carries a stigma. Is there an alternative to the use of legal coercion, especially when the use of coercion is prolonged? In Norway, legal decisions on the use of force and constraints (Health and Care Service Act 2011) are valid up to 12 months, but there are no limitations on how many times a person with IDD may experience the lawful use of enforcement measures. As a result, if a decision to use force is extended, a person may spend their entire life under such conditions. This is an extremely difficult issue to resolve if the aim is

---

1 Participating universities: Oslo Metropolitan University from Norway, The Maria Grzegorzewska University from Poland, The University of Oradea from Romania, The University of Hertfordshire from England, Stockholm University from Sweden, Edinburgh Napier University from Scotland and The Queens University of Belfast from Northern Ireland.
indeed social inclusion. In this paper we analyze country-specific policies related to the different professions involved and investigate how social inclusion principles and the use of legally justified force are balanced. When a vulnerable group in society displays challenging behavior, the response should come from highly trained professionals, as there is a difference between stopping the person using peaceful measures and coercion, which would be stopping the person using physical force (e.g. pinning them down to the floor). Competent practitioners are trained to use the right procedures at the right moment.

Health, social, and educational professionals have a politically agreed mandate from society to provide services to the vulnerable, a mandate mirrored in the ethical guidelines developed by each profession. One purpose of these guidelines is to give society confidence that teachers, nurses etc. are able to deliver what's expected from them (Grimen 2008). Broadly speaking, the purpose of ethical guidelines is to direct each profession so that it contributes to delivering of the mandate given to the profession by the society. Issues related to self-determination, avoiding intrusive measures, and quality of life are central to these ethical guidelines (FO 2019). However, many professionals experience, often on a daily basis, that the use of force, constraints and other intrusive measures applied against the will of an individual (all of which constitute coercion), are observed in secure services. This may be viewed as exercising power entrusted in professionals by society (mandate for professions of trust), but also erects a mental barrier between staff and the service users (cf. Goffman 1978). In our view, it also undermines trust of service users towards staff, enhances negative stereotypes, and stereotypical responses to difficult situations, and it may stigmatize both staff and service users in the eyes of wider society. Thus, a tension between the need for intrusive measures on the one side and self-determination on the other side easily occurs. In this tension ethical issues and legal demands related to social inclusion and quality of life exist, which each profession and professionals need to securely solved and met. Moreover, appropriate training on how to resolve difficult situations where challenging behavior occurs is key to supporting the sustainable social inclusion of persons with IDD and reducing the need for use of coercion. In a systematic review of staff training on challenging behavior for individuals with intellectual disability, Cox, Dude and Temple (2014), identified positive behavior support, active support, appropriate communication training and using alternative and augmentative communication as relevant areas for professional training, which yield positive outcomes in mitigating challenging behavior. Due to the international and multilingual context of this paper we enclose a table with the glossary of terms we use and how they should be understood.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDD – Intellectual and developmental disability</td>
<td>Severe, chronic condition with mental and/or physical impairments that affect self-care, independence, mobility, ability to express oneself and to learn, often described as SEN (special educational needs) or SEDN (special educational needs and disabilities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coercion</td>
<td>Use of physical force, restraints, application of medication or preventive and punitive measures against one’s will.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special pedagogue</td>
<td>Special pedagogue is a university-trained specialist able to support the holistic development and learning of persons with SEDN (In Romania also a psychopedagogue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social educator/social pedagogue</td>
<td>In some countries, social pedagogues support individuals with SEDN in their independence and inclusion within the community. In other countries, they build theoretical frameworks and community-based solutions for social work to be delivered (cf. Odrowaz-Coates &amp; Szostakowska 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social inclusion</td>
<td>Social participation, which means equality of access to all spheres of social life, social interactions of vulnerable people and people within wider society that is frequent and meaningful.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Terminology
Source: own elaboration.

**CHALLENGING BEHAVIOR**

The term “challenging behavior” was originally introduced by The Association for People with Severe Handicaps in North America and is often related to people with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD). Other terms are also used among practitioners to label such behavior, such as “aberrant behavior”, “dysfunctional behavior”, “maladaptive behavior” and “problem behavior”. However, the term “challenging behavior” is the preferred term among experts within the field because it brings fewer negative connotations and is not associated with any deviating psychological factors (Emerson 2001). Emerson (1995; as cited in Emerson 2001) defines challenging behavior as:

> [...] culturally abnormal behavior(s) of such intensity, frequency or duration that the physical safety of the person or others is likely to be placed in serious jeopardy or behavior which is likely to seriously limit the use of, or result in the person being denied access to, ordinary facilities. (p. 3).

Different studies confirm the prevalence of challenging behavior in people with IDD and describe it as high, but the reported prevalence between them varies (Simó-Pinatella et al. 2019; Grung et al. 2021). Some possible explanations for this diversity are variations in the operationalization of challenging behavior, characteristics of the samples, and variation in measurement methodology. For instance, in a systematic
review based on 20 prevalence studies of challenging behavior in children and young people with IDD, Simó-Pinatella et al. (2019) found an overall prevalence rate ranging from 48% to 60% in children diagnosed with intellectual disabilities. In children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) Simó-Pinatella et al. found an overall prevalence rate of challenging behavior at about 90%. The latter is not a surprise as some types of stereotypical behavior, which can include challenging behavior, are a diagnostic criterion in ASD (World Health Organization 2020).

In a prevalence study conducted with a Norwegian sample, Holden and Gitlesen (2006) found challenging behaviors in 11.1% (N = 91) of 904 participants with IDD. The most common forms of challenging behavior were attacking other people (6.4%, N= 53), self-injurious behavior (4.4%, N = 36) and destructive behavior (2.3%, N=19.7.1% (N = 59). Participants also displayed other difficult, disruptive or “socially unacceptable behavior’. Furthermore, Holden and Gitlesen (2006) found that challenging behavior occurred more often in males than in females and that challenging behaviors were more common in people under the age of 40. They also found that the prevalence of challenging behavior increased with the severity of intellectual disabilities. Similar to Simó-Pinatella (2019), Holden and Gitlesen (2006) found that challenging behavior was more prevalent in people with ASD and even more so in people living in municipal care homes (community-based care homes supported by the state or the local authority within the community, to support independent living, grow in popularity in Norway, Sweden, UK and in the past 5 years also in Poland). Holden and Gitlsen (2006) also found that there was a correlation between impaired communication skills and an increased likelihood of challenging behavior. This may be due to frustration experienced by individuals unable to express their needs.

SOCIAL INCLUSION

Literature and research on social inclusion has been criticized for lack of a coherent definition of the concept (Bigby 2012). For example, in a thematic analysis of key contributors to social inclusion, Filia et al. (2018) referred to 17 different definitions of social inclusion. However, for the purpose of this paper social inclusion is understood as “social participation between vulnerable people and people within wider society that is frequent and meaningful, such as frequent and meaningful social interactions and relationships between children with IDD and their peers without disabilities” (Grung et al. 2021: 1).

Social exclusion, the opposite of social inclusion, has severe negative effects on the individual and their cognitive processes (cf. Ask et al. 2019; Syrjämäki & Hietanen 2019), his or her close relations (family) and on the society (cf. Twenge et al. 2001; Baumeister et al. 2002; Bernstein 2016). For such an individual, social exclusion has negative effects on all aspects of their life, from their perceived quality of life to biological parameters such as higher blood glucose, due to negative behavioral patterns pertaining to health (Floyd et al. 2016). In this context, it is worth noting that social inclusion/exclusion are the most important determinants of health and wellbeing (Wilkinson & Marmot 1998). For close relatives, the experience that their loved ones
are socially excluded can be a very stressful situation whilst for society, social exclusion is associated with a significant economic burden (Parodi & Sciulli 2012). Social inclusion is a proven method to reduce these burdens (Boushey et al. 2007, as cited in Filia et al. 2018). For example, social inclusion policies such as minimum wages, tax-reduction for low-income earners, flexible employment and work measures improving labor market participation, do not only increase individual income and well-being but importantly, also boost economic growth. Therefore, social inclusion has major positive effects on health, wellbeing, and quality of life for people with IDD (Floyd et al. 2016). To define social inclusion, one may look at it from a multitude of perspectives, for instance an educational perspective (e.g. access to education with neurotypical peers), or from a civil/human rights perspective (e.g., access to the community, supported living and the ability to enter employment). Different pieces of legislation support each of these types of inclusion.

**COERCION AS A BARRIER FOR SOCIAL INCLUSION**

As described by Emerson (2001) in his definition of challenging behavior, one of the consequences of such behavior is that it is “[...] likely to seriously limit the use of, or result in the person being denied access to, ordinary facilities” (p. 3). Thus, challenging behavior is by definition a risk factor for social exclusion (cf. Bigby 2012; Holden & Gitlesen 2006). Typical examples of challenging behavior displayed by people with IDD are aggressive behaviors towards others (physical- and verbal aggression), self-injurious behavior (i.e. face hitting, biting own arms), a higher frequency of stereotyped behavior (i.e. hand flapping, stereotyped vocalization), severe hygiene challenges (i.e. encopresis, enuresis), and pica (i.e. eating inedible things) (cf. Emerson 2001; Holden & Gitlesen 2006). Such behavior may be a danger to the individual and to other people, may inhibit important training and can hinder that person’s opportunity for meaningful social interaction with others (i.e. social inclusion) (Holden & Gitlesen 2006). Despite declarations and treaties related to human rights (United Nations, 2006) and national legislation and policies (Grung et al. 2021), many children and young adults with IDD continue to experience social exclusion (Bartolo et al. 2016). The use of coercion may be part of the issue. Social inclusion is built on the principle of overcoming existing differences and distinctions for overall social benefit. In situations when a representative of one group holds power to use coercive force over another, this principle is undermined, drawing a clear demarcation line between the service providers and the service users (cf. Goffman 1971). How can this aid inclusion? Regarding the issue of inclusion, Hem et al. (2014: 7; 2018) found that perceived coercion is related to a more negative patient-therapist relationship, building a barrier to social inclusion. On the other hand, the safety of the person displaying challenging behavior and the personnel concerned is equally important.

There is a general expectation in societies that professionals who provide services to people with IDD, either within education or health and social services, have the formal competence to do so and a strong ethical grounding (Grimen 2008). However, a Swedish study (Sjöstrand et al. 2015) showed that the law is subject to a broad range
of interpretations in the hands of professionals, who, using implicit over explicit coercion, manipulate patients’ autonomy, through using power in negotiations, bargaining and the use of blackmail. Another study from Sweden, concerning ethical arguments for use of coercion in the treatment of children and adolescents with IDD, focused on two main considerations: protection and treatment requirements (Pelto-Piri at al. 2016). These were most often judged and justified on the authority of facility staff and the decision of carers within the closest family (Pelto-Piri at al. 2016). The ethics of compulsory treatment was analyzed in the context of human rights by Stevens (2012), who concluded that the use of coercion may be appropriate, based on professional judgment. However, his study referred to drug abusing offenders and not people with IDD. In a recently published study, Ellingsen et al. (2020) found that as many as 33.2% of the service providers within municipal health and social services directed at people with IDD in Norway, did not have any relevant formal training. Furthermore, they found that 38.6% had relevant educational training at a lower level (high school), and that only 28.2% had the relevant higher education. Of those, 10.7% had training as social educators. They also found that the number of part-time positions was high and that more than 50% of staff with no relevant formal training and education worked less than ten hours per week. Still, in these ten hours, a challenging behavior may occur and a lack of training may lead to an abuse of power.

A central purpose within the training provided by the Norwegian social educator program is to ensure that the candidate has “competence related to disabilities and the social conditions that create disability, [and] competence related to complex needs and developmental disabilities” (Kunnskapsdepartementet 2019; § 2, the authors’ translation). The social educator program is the only program with higher-education training that explicitly focuses on the needs of people with IDD. However, disabilities in general are not the sole responsibility of social educator training. As part of the focus on disabilities in general, and specific to the needs of people with IDD, social inclusion is a central topic in the social educator curriculum. It cuts across as a lite motif through all the subjects in the curriculum. In addition, since challenging behavior is relatively prevalent within people with IDD (cf. Holden & Gitlesen 2006; Simó-Pinatella et al. 2019), legislation relevant to the use of force and coercion is focused on during social educator training (Kunnskapsdepartmenet 2019).

As described earlier, there is legislation on the use of force and coercion that explicitly applies to people with IDD in Norway. The professional code for social educators states that even if the conditions for the legal use of coercion and force are present, it may not be ethically responsible to do so (FO 2019). Hem et al. (2014) focused on the consequences for staff health, resulting from the burden of making decisions about the use of coercive force, which they classed as: formal, informal and perceived coercion. All of these cases carried an emotional burden for the user of coercive force. The question as to how to provide what is in the best interest of the ‘patient’ and the service provider remains open. Bach & Kerzner (2010), Danzer & Rieger (2016), Norvoll, Hem & Pedersen (2017) tried to present a user-focused approach as more beneficial and less harmful for all the social agents involved, but did not discuss the implications for social inclusion per se. They centered around ‘will and preferences’, as well as ‘best
interests’, but found that these matters could be very subjective and related to the values held by the individuals involved. Therefore, the values of the service users and the professional code of ethics should be considered. Values that may or may not have been tailored by professional ethics and codes of conduct (cf. Bach & Kerzner 2010). This also applies to the possible harmful or positive outcomes of decisions regarding the use of force.

**LEGISLATION AND POLICIES IN FIVE EUROPEAN COUNTRIES**

This section contains brief summaries of the relevant legislation of each of the above-mentioned countries regarding health, special education and social services aimed at children and young adults with IDD and challenging behavior. It is important to be aware that this is not a systematic review, but a purpose driven overview of key points where human rights and policy interact, sometimes in conflicting ways.

**NORWAY**

In Norway both policy and practice are based on rights, starting with the Right to special education. Pupils who do not have, or cannot receive a satisfactory outcome from ordinary education are entitled to special education (Opskriftslova 1998). Furthermore, the Act on Right to services and treatment (Pasient- og brukerrettighetsloven 1999) dedicated to patients’ and users’ rights gives children and young adults (and others with Norwegian citizenship), the right to necessary treatment from specialist health care services (such as hospitals and ambulatory health services provided by the hospitals) and the necessary healthcare services from the local municipality (Pasient- og brukerrettighetsloven 1999). The term ‘necessary’ should in this context be understood as the right to appropriate and secure services based on a specific assessment of the need for such services (adequate, appropriate, relevant, right competence, at the right time, at the right place etc; Helsedirektoratet 2015). While the Specialist healthcare services primarily focus on the treatment of challenging behavior, the health and care services from the local municipalities, which also provides housing and respite services if necessary, focus primarily on care and the facilitation of everyday activities. However, the facilitation of everyday activities may contain elements of treatment. Cooperation between the two levels of health care services is a legal obligation, which will be described later. The right to contribution, to information and to consent, influenced the Act on patients’ and users’ rights, which gives children and young adults with IDD the right to contribute to all stages of the services/treatment provision. In practical terms, the contribution means being included in the decision making about themselves and their treatment. Depending on the age of the child and their cognitive abilities, legal representatives (most often parents) may contribute along with the child. Information about the services and treatment is crucial for both the fulfillment of the right to contribution and the right to consent. If the young adult is over 16, the main rule is that it’s that person who consents to the healthcare services, independent of the diagnosis. However, this is modified by the persons’ cognitive abilities, and in some cas-
es, consent is given by their legal representatives (Pasient- og brukerrettighetsloven 1999). The legislation on the right to consent is complex and in this paragraph, only a short outline has been given. The rights to contribute, to be given information and to consent, applies to all kinds of treatment and care services, including the treatment of challenging behavior. The right to an individual plan and coordinator, gives patients and users who are in need of long term and coordinated healthcare services, the legal right to an individual plan (IP) and a coordinator (Pasient- og brukerrettighetsloven 1999). An IP is a collaboration plan between different health and social services and a mechanism that facilitates contribution from the patient or user for whom the services are provided. An IP is coordinated by a coordinator, someone who is a professional, frequently in contact with the patient and the user, and his/her legal representatives and close relatives. There are also some instances where coercion may be used.

**LEGISLATION ON THE USE OF COERCION IN NORWAY**

Today there are four different acts on the use of coercion and all may apply to people with IDD:

(i) patients that lack the ability to consent and who actively refuse healthcare measures (Pasient- og brukerrettighetsloven 1999); Chapter 4 a)

(ii) coercive measures against drug addicts (Helse- og omsorgstjenesteloven 2011); Chapter 10) (iii) establishment and termination of compulsory mental health care (Psykisk helsevernloven 1999; Chapter 3), and

(iv) the use of coercion and force against certain persons (Helse- og omsorgstjenesteloven 2011; Chapter 9).

However, work is ongoing in Norway to renew the legislation on the use of coercion. A likely outcome of this work is that the four acts will be replaced by one act on the use of coercion (NOU 2019: 14). The use of coercive measures against people with IDD are mostly regulated by Chapter 9 in the Health- and Care Service Act (Helse- og omsorgstjenesteloven 2011). This act applies to people with IDD of all ages during delivery of services from the local municipality. The purpose is to prevent persons with IDD from exposing themselves or others to significant harm and to prevent and limit the use of coercion. Central in this act is the fact that the use of coercion is the last resort, and measures not involving coercion must be evaluated and documented as being ineffective prior to the use of coercion. For example, if a non-coercive measure, such as differential reinforcement of other behavior (DRO) or differential reinforcement of alternative behavior (DRA) (Cooper, Heron & Heward 2007), is documented as ineffective, then the act allows for more restrictive measures involving the use of force and/or coercion (e.g. locks on a refrigerator to prevent overeating, physical restraint to prevent self-injurious behavior etc.). This act does not include forced treatment of challenging behavior or forced use of medication, only measures inhibiting or preventing the challenging behavior. Exposure therapy would be an example of treatment. However, the act emphasizes non-coercive measures and proactive strategies,
which have similarities with the treatment of challenging behavior.

**POLAND**

The Polish Constitution prohibits discrimination on any grounds. Article 72 of the Polish Constitution guarantees the right to protection against violence and cruelty. Moreover, the Charter of Rights for Persons with Disabilities (1997) guarantees equal access to all spheres of life. These acts become problematic when confronted with challenging behavior or social maladjustment characteristics of some mental disorders and some disability spectrums. In most cases, instances of challenging behavior that may require coercive force translate to referrals to a special school or special medical facility. Since the 1920s, Maria Grzegorzewska (1964), a Polish pioneer in special education, advocated specialist education for children and youths displaying challenging behavior. She was the first in Poland to demand professional training for special educators, to aid social inclusion for people with SEN (Special Educational Needs). Maladjusted behavior may pose a threat to the safety of self and the public, enhancing the systemic and practical disproportionality in relations of power and helplessness that compromise the above-mentioned guarantees. According to paragraph 18 of the Healthcare Act 1994, supplemented by the Regulation of the Minister of Health 21 December 2018 on the use of direct coercion against a person with mental disorders, force may be used against the will of the person with a minimum discomfort to that person. The use of direct coercion initially should not exceed 4 hours but can be consecutively extended to 6 hours each time it is required for the safety and well-being of the person and their environment. It should cause the least trauma possible and can consist of:

- holding: temporary, short-term immobilization of a person with the use of physical force

- compulsory use of drugs: immediate or prescribed as part of the treatment plan, the introduction of drugs into the body of the person, without the person’s consent

- immobilization: overpowering a person with the use of belts, handles, sheets or straitjackets

- isolation: placing a person alone in a closed and appropriately adapted room.

The above legislation pertains only to specialist facilities and to persons that commit an attack against their own or other person’s life or health, against the public safety, violently destroy or damage objects in their own environment, seriously prevent the functioning of a psychiatric institution or an organizational unit of social assistance. Although the legislation means to be a protective measure, it creates a moral dilemma for human rights and the rights of patients. Moreover, the recent COVID-19 pandemic reinvigorated the legislation, updating the Act of December 5, 2008 on preventing and combating infections and infectious diseases in humans, with the introduction of
the article 36, dated 1 September 2020, which allows the use of force against a person who does not undergo compulsory vaccination, sanitary and epidemiological tests, sanitary procedures, quarantine or isolation of compulsory hospitalization, and who is suspected or diagnosed with a particularly dangerous and highly contagious disease thereby posing a direct threat to the health or life of other people. In such instances, direct coercion may consist of holding, immobilizing or forcibly administering drugs. Therefore, the regulations of the Ministry of Health and the legislation on social inclusion (cf. Grung et al. 2021) remain in contradiction to each other.

**ROMANIA**

Given the fact that inclusive policies do not have a long tradition in Romania, the institutional culture regarding the management of problematic behaviors is constantly being strengthened. Following a somewhat denialist policy in this regard during the communist period, the challenges of tackling aggressive, adversarial or deeply maladaptive behavior were extreme. In addition to institutional change, there is also a need for extensive campaigns to change public perception of inclusion and problematic behaviors in children with intellectual and developmental disabilities.

Article 50 of the Romanian constitution, added in 2003, expressly provides for complex social protection and equal access to services for people with disabilities (ROU Const., art.50) and has paved the way for legislative and institutional modernization.

The national strategy for the inclusion of children with disabilities, launched in 2005, finalized the concrete strategies and procedures for organizing inclusive education, educational, social and health services for children with intellectual and developmental disabilities (Ghergut 2005). More and more inclusive schools have been established and the number of special schools decreased, being maintained strictly for children with severe and profound disabilities. Also, clear regulations have been developed regarding the training of specialists, in this case psycho-pedagogues, to safeguard the educational and therapeutic process for children with disabilities. Inclusive policies have increasingly focused on student-centered education, and institutions such as the School Inspectorate and the County Center for Resources and Educational Assistance, along with the Child Protection Directorate, have developed individual plans and allocated as many resources as possible to maximize educational and social inclusion. However, specialists often have difficulty managing problematic situations. Many schools have special spaces designed to relax and calm children who exhibit aggressive behaviors, and psycho-pedagogues are trained to manage and prevent critical situations generated by these behaviors. Medication is used only in critical situations and cannot be imposed institutionally. Parental/guardian consent is required in this regard and this also involves family counselling. The process of including children with intellectual and developmental disabilities in mainstream education is often accompanied by extensive adjustment problems, both on the part of the student and of peers and teachers. In this sense, the special training of teachers in mainstream education is insisted upon in order that they acquire the skills to manage these situations.

The Social Assistance Act of 2011 (ROU 2011: 292) provides assistance measures
for children with intellectual and developmental disabilities, and regulates the support offered to both children and families. In most cases however, this institutional support is insufficient, especially in cases of problematic behaviors. In this sense, the niche of private services and those provided by NGOs is constantly growing and the demand for services from families is also growing.

**UNITED KINGDOM**

Following a media exposé of the treatment of hospitalized patients with learning disabilities and/or autism in the UK, the Transforming Care agenda (NHS England 2015) moved the government’s focus to the reduction of hospital beds within Learning Disabilities and Mental Health services. This includes those hospitals belonging to the private and voluntary sectors, as well as the Local Authority and NHS provisions. With fewer beds available and processes in place to ensure that admissions that still do take place are far shorter with an immediate emphasis upon safe discharge, consequently community learning disability and mental health services are increasingly managing problematic behaviors within the community. Although there has been a reduction of hospitalization it is felt that there has been an increase in the use of psychotropic medication which continues to be heavily relied upon to decrease agitation and anxiety, despite the additional scrutiny applied to such prescribing and the ‘Stopping over medication of people with a learning disability, autism or both’ (STOMP) campaign led by NHS England (NHS England 2016).

The Care Quality Commission (2017) describes a significant variation between services, and how frequently staff use restrictive practices and physical restraint to de-escalate problematic behavior. Services in the UK are committed to ensuring that the least restrictive practice is observed always, and several important national documents recommend this: e.g. the MIND Report, ‘Restraint in Crisis’ (2013); Restraint and Restrictive Intervention (DoH 2017); the revised Mental Health Act Code of Practice (2015).

**SWEDEN**

In Sweden, there is strong legislative protection of the rights of persons with disabilities. In 2008 the Swedish government ratified, the *UN Convention of the Rights for Persons with Disabilities* and its *Optional Protocol* which safeguards the equal access and participation for persons with disabilities. The rights to equal treatment for persons with disabilities is protected by the Swedish Constitution. Chapter 1, article 2 clearly states that all public institutions shall promote the opportunity for all to participation and equality in society and combat the discrimination of persons on the grounds of disability amongst others. Moreover, the anti-discrimination law from 2008 prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in all aspects of everyday life (SFS 2008: 567). Though persons with intellectual disability and challenging behavior are not explicitly mentioned in the laws, they are implicitly covered under the heading of disability.

The Swedish system emphasizes a rights-based approach where persons with disa-
bilities are given the right to access and participate in social welfare services such as
education, health care, employment, etc.

Most treatments, rehabilitation and provisions of support to persons with intellec-
tual disabilities and/or challenging behavior are provided with the consent of the indi-
vidual concerned as prescribed in the Health Care Act (SFS 1982: 763) and the Social
Services Act (SFS 2001: 453). However, there may be instances where the need for care
and protection of persons may outweigh personal autonomy and involuntary or coer-
cive care be provided. As stated in the Swedish Compulsory Mental Care Act, coercive
care may only be used in certain conditions such as if the individual is suffering from
a serious mental disturbance, has an absolute need of in-patient psychiatric care due
to his/her mental state and general personal circumstances, and objects to such care
(Peltro-Piri et al. 2016: 2).

Despite this strict legislation regarding coercion, a Swedish study demonstrates the
widespread use of physical restraint in group homes for persons with intellectual dis-
ability, especially of persons exhibiting challenging behavior (Lundström et al. 2011).
This study identified chair belts as the most commonly used method of physical re-
straint.

Regarding education, it is estimated that about 1% of students in the compulso-
ry school system have an intellectual disability (Klang et al. 2019). According to the
Swedish Education act (2010), children with intellectual disability in Sweden have the
right to be included in the regular education system and support provided to them in
their ordinary groups. These students may also be provided support in small groups
within the regular education system or attend special schools outside of the regular
school system. Students, who due to an intellectual disability are at risk of not meeting
the national curriculum standard, may be provided an adapted curriculum (Klang et
al. 2019). According to Wilder and Klang (2017), the adapted curriculum can be deliv-
ered in both regular and special educational settings. However, a majority of students
with IDD in Sweden are provided education in special educational settings outside of
the regular education system (Klang et al. 2019). The teaching profession in Sweden
is regulated by a specific ethical code of conduct (https://rm.coe.int/vol-4-codes-of-
conduct-for-teachers-in-europe-a-background-study/168074cc72). The same applies
to medical staff and these have their own code of conduct.

PROFESSION SPECIFIC APPROACHES TO CHALLENGING
BEHAVIOR AND SOCIAL INCLUSION

Professionals working with children and young people with IDD have an ethical re-
sponsibility (i.e. professional ethics) and legal obligation (human rights and national
legislation) to treat/reduce challenging behavior in order to, among other things, fa-
cilitate social inclusion (Grimen 2008; Grung et al. 2021; United Nations 2006).

THE SOCIAL EDUCATOR – NORWAY

Broadly speaking, the social educator’s mandate is to be an ‘inclusion agent’ – people
with different kinds of disabilities should experience meaningful lives and positive relationships with other people. Central for the social educator in meeting this mandate is the GAP-model, where the ‘GAP’ is used as a metaphor for the relationship between an individual’s abilities to master their environment and the mastery of the environment over the individual (NOU 2001: 22). The gap is referring to the “space” that occurs when the skills required to manage the environment in a socially acceptable way are lacking. This relational model, which combines the biological and the social perspective on disabilities, allows the social educator to work on both sides of the gap, to increase the individual’s abilities to master and to reduce the environments’ demands for mastery. On the individual’s side, the social educator uses their competency and skills in training of language skills (oral, sign or another alternative language), training of social skills, [behavioral] treatment of self-injurious, aggressive and other kinds of challenging behaviors, and supporting leisure activities and meaningful contact with other significant persons and more. On the ‘environment’s’ side, the social educator uses their competency and skills in structuring the environment (e.g. day plans), removes unnecessary demands, removes physical barriers in the individual’s surroundings, trains other professionals in how to meet the needs of children and young adults with IDD (and all others with disabilities), and more. All the measures described here may, alone or in combination, be important measures in limiting the ‘gap’, and thus reducing problem behavior and increasing the likelihood of experiencing social inclusion. Challenging behavior can, from this perspective, be understood as the individual’s response to ‘non-standard conditions’ in combination with the lack of necessary skills (i.e. a person with IDD and language difficulties self-injures, and the self-injurious behavior is reinforced by attention. The self-injurious behavior may have a mand function (Skinner 1957). It should be mentioned that social educator programs at some universities and university colleges emphasize behavior analysis, while other programs have a more eclectic approach (combining psychological perspectives). However, the relation perspective, as reflected in the GAP-model, is central in all training of social educators independent of psychological perspective (Grung 2016).

THE SPECIAL PEDAGOGUE – POLAND

The Ministry of Education (Act 1578 of 9.08.2017) regulated the profession of special pedagogue as dedicated to the care, upbringing, and education of children with disabilities, socially maladjusted or at risk of social maladjustment. A special pedagogue is university trained through a 5-year specialist MA program to conduct educational activities in cooperation with other teachers and specialists. They sometimes lead or sometimes participate in lessons and activities run by other teachers and specialists in order to provide support and assistance during integration and group activities. A special pedagogue helps with the choice of materials, forms and methods of teaching the children and youth with disabilities, maladjustment and at risk of maladjustment. They conduct classes adjusted to specific individual developmental needs and psycho-physical abilities, including revalidation classes, rehabilitation and socio-therapeutic
classes. In cooperation with a team of psychologists and pedagogues, the special pedagogue prepares: Individual Multidisciplinary Assessment of the Student’s Functioning Level, together with the Individual Educational and Therapeutic Program and its evaluation. Moreover, he/she coordinates the implementation of the recommendations outlined in the special educational needs referral, cooperates with other specialists, external clinics, NGOs and special education institutions as well as the parents. General schools, as well as integrational schools and specialist schools, employ special pedagogues as children with IDD are entitled to study in all these facilities depending on the severity of their disability and the decision made by their parents. In the general and integrational schools, a special pedagogue’s therapeutic influence is often supported by school counselors, who are either university trained psychologists or social pedagogues. All these professionals are classed as highly trusted, are highly trained and bound by the professional ethical codes of conduct.

**THE PSYCHOPEDAGOGUE – ROMANIA**

In Romania, the primary role in the inclusion of children with disabilities is played by the psychopedagogue, who can specialize in several areas (Roșan 2015). After university training of at least 3 years and obtaining a license in Special Psychopedagogy, the psychopedagogue may choose the following paths:

a. Teaching psychopedagogue. Mainly responsible for adapted teaching activities for children with intellectual and developmental disabilities. He/she works in Inclusive Education Centers or special schools with small groups of children with severe or moderate disabilities and focuses on the transmission of adapted educational content and the training of basic skills.

b. Recovery psychopedagogue. Specialized in individual or group activities aimed at recovering the intellectual, psychomotor and emotional abilities of a child, and the prevention of problematic behaviors. He/she coordinates the individualized intervention plan that aims to focus on the needs and particularities of each child.

c. Psychopedagogue / support teacher. Accompanies children with mild and moderate disabilities included in mainstream education and is responsible for curricular adaptation and ensuring the behavioral and educational adaptation of the child in a mainstream school.

d. Psychopedagogue / itinerant teacher. Travels to the homes of children who encounter major difficulties in travelling to school for a certain period.

The psychopedagogue must adhere to professional ethical conduct and in practice may use implicit (indirect) force, but should rather rely on help from other professionals better equipped to solicit explicit coercive force. In the Romanian context, professionals who work in the state educational system use a general ethical guideline established by the Ministry of Education and Research derived from the National Ed-
ucation Law 1/2011 and the professionals in the private and the NGO area are subor-
dinate to the Romanian College of Psychologists and the ethical guidelines stated in
the 213/2004 Law for the practice of psychology and the procedures derived from it.
Therefore, there is a division between state operated and private (NGO) scopes of ser-
vice provision regarding the ethical guidelines, but they seem to be relatively coherent
on ethical aspects.

THE LEARNING DISABILITY NURSE – THE UK PERSPECTIVE

Key policy documents (Department of Health 2012; NHS England 2015) demonstrate
the clear sets of values learning disability nurses aspire to in the UK, with inclusion
and person-centered approaches being central to all practices. Similar to that said of
social educators, learning disability nurses are agents of inclusion and are often seen
as the doorway to equitable health services for a group of people who have historically
been vulnerable to inequalities in both health and social care in the UK.

There is currently no single therapeutic approach or service model in the UK that
can help at all times to support individuals whose behavior is perceived to be prob-
lematic and evidence, particularly around effective services, is poor and/or limited.
The National Institute for Clinical Excellence (2015, 2018) guidelines recommend
Positive Behavior Support (PBS) interventions for adults with intellectual disabilities
who exhibit such difficult behaviors. PBS is an understanding of the behavior of an in-
dividual. It is based on an assessment of the social and physical environment in which
the behavior happens, includes the views of the individual and everyone involved and
uses this understanding to develop support that improves the quality of life for the
person and others who are involved with them (BILD 2016). The introduction of PBS
into government legislation in 2014 indicates a significant shift from simply manag-
ing the physical elements of the problematic behaviors and concentrating far more in-
tensely upon the causes and means of addressing the elements of a person’s life that it
impacts. Nevertheless, the use of coercion is still a recourse when deemed necessary.

THE SPECIAL EDUCATOR/PEDAGOGUE AND SPECIAL
EDUCATION TEACHER – SWEDEN

In Sweden, the special educator/pedagogue and the special education teacher are the
key actors who are responsible for the organization and provision of special education
at school level. The role of these two professionals is distinctive within the school
system. The special pedagogue is primarily responsible for the development of special
education at the whole school level, with the goal of achieving inclusion in the school
for all. Special educators work at an organizational level to support the development of
special educational support that is inclusive with the aim that fewer students in need
of special educational support receive this support in separated settings (Berhanu
2014). The special education teacher provides special educational support directly to
students individually or in small groups, within their ordinary study group or outside
of it. The special education teacher is expected to understand school difficulties at the
individual level and provide personalized support to the student (Berhanu 2014). The special education teachers have a variety of different specializations including, intellectual disability, language, reading and writing difficulties, mathematics difficulties, visual impairments and hearing impairments. Both special education pedagogues and special education teachers are highly qualified professionals in Sweden, their study programs are at post-graduate level, spanning a period of one and a half years of full-time studies. Moreover, to qualify for admission into these programs, candidates must have completed the teacher education program and worked for approximately three years (Special pedagogue program SU 2020). These professionals therefore come with experience as regular classroom teachers and with a better understanding of the challenges classroom teachers may experience working with people with IDD. The work of these professionals at school level is not only to strengthen the development and organization of special educational support at the individual, group and school at large, but to do this in a way that is responsive to the requirements of a school for all.

**DISCUSSION**

Professions of social trust receive a politically defined mandate to work with vulnerable groups in society. Their overall aim is to foster social inclusion. However, the emphasis on social inclusion may be undermined by loopholes in the support and care systems, in particular by the negative effects of using coercion, which is likely to have a stigmatizing effect and counteracts inclusion efforts. Emerson (2001) describes that some methods of control, inhibit participation and thus, inclusion. For example, people with IDD and challenging behavior are more likely to receive medication. However, the side effects of medication, such as sedation and extrapyramidal syndromes, may inhibit inclusion. Further, control measures involving physical restraints may be socially stigmatizing and such measures often inhibit participation (Emerson 2001). In Poland and in Romania, only graduates of higher education may work in the educational system and therefore also in the special education system. The same applies to medical and therapeutic roles in the Polish and Romanian national health services. In the majority of cases, when private care and NGOs are involved, the professionals come from the same higher education institutions. In Sweden, professionals are expected to adhere to codes of conduct and ethical guidelines that governs their specific professions. For the teacher profession which includes special educators and special education teachers, there are specific codes of conduct and ethical guidelines that have been developed by the teachers’ unions. Professional ethics for teachers aim to support the teacher in performing their work in an ethical, professional approach and describes the common values a teacher has and should have (Lärarnas Yrkesetiska Råd 2014) In cases where trained professionals work with persons with IDD, the ethical aspects are standardized (teachers, special educators) but elsewhere, where care may include many other untrained persons (e.g. Ellingsen et al. 2020), the ethical codes may not be of a similar standard or may not be available. Untrained professionals may refer to persons supporting persons with IDD without formal training such as personal assistants. Each profession has their own professional guidelines or code of conduct.
and since different professionals may work with persons with IDD, these codes may differ, as for example for teachers and nurses. In the UK, there are several untrained and unqualified support workers, who work within the field of special education and therapy, especially within the private sector. Nurses and special educators adhere to ethical codes of conduct and are also subject to professional codes of conduct, but many unqualified care-staff are unregulated and do not adhere to a specific code of conduct (Richards 2020). Similar issues were reported in Norway.

This leads to a question: What weight should we put on the value of social inclusion when coercive measures are being assessed? In Norway and other countries there are many staff who lack formal relevant competence. When we know the negative effects of social exclusion (for the persons themselves, their relatives and for the society) why is it accepted that so many lack relevant competence in the services for people with IDD? Relevant competences include, in our view, knowledge about social inclusion, the needs of persons with IDD (e.g. adapted communication), knowledge on how to de-escalate self-harm and violent behavior, awareness of legislation and ethical guidelines. Without relevant competences, formal words written on paper bring little to making social inclusion a reality for people with IDD. A gap may be observed between values that form the basis for legislation related to social inclusion and the need for relevant competences in the services. As described, the employment of a relatively large proportion of people without formally relevant competence increases this gap (Ellingsen et al. 2020). Knowing the negative effects that social exclusion has on a person, we believe that a relevant formal competence is necessary to achieve the goals of social inclusion. So why is the lack of formal competence accepted in these services? Is it simply cost and availability of appropriately trained staff? Relevant competences rely on knowledge of social inclusion and processes that facilitate it, the needs of people with IDD supported by relevant legislation and professional ethics. It is only through relevant education that such skills and knowledge can be learned and understood, and professional ethics are exclusively aimed at individual professions.

**CONCLUSION**

Although legislation varies from country to country, specialist training and available support seem to follow the same direction, based on human rights principles: the right to life and health, respect, dignity, and access. Practical solutions shared by specialists prove to be universal, despite professional definitions and linguistic intricacies. Unfortunately, the grey area for inclusion related to the use of physical force remains controversial and unresolved, revealing the limitations and the helplessness of the system when confronted with challenging behavior. We believe that the situation in many cases may be caused by lack of funding for standardized provision of highly trained staff bound by ethical codes and equipped with additional training. We see long-term benefits from raising awareness of how to address challenging behavior in empathetic and humane manners across services. Although there is a difference between IDD and mental illness, the response to challenging behavior appears to be the same when it comes to the use of coercion, including implicit and explicit
forms, constraints, forceful handling and administration of drugs against the patient’s will. Despite advancements in European policy for the rights of people with disabilities (Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, CRPD), the response to challenging behavior remains insufficiently explored and addressed. This article aims to provoke debate on the gaps between the principles of social inclusion offered by the legislation and the ability to use coercive force that undermines them. Based on our findings we urge stakeholders to invest time and effort in developing alternative strategies for handling challenging behavior and to enhance staff training, so that the awareness of available tools and benefits of using them becomes a norm, not only an aspiration. We also recommend sharing of best practice and raising awareness of tools and techniques available to specialists instead of coercive force.

We conclude with some difficult questions that seem to remain unresolved. How can we incorporate a common code of ethics and practice for professionals working with individuals with IDD? Is it possible to foster social inclusion whilst maintaining the possible use of coercion in cases of IDD? How can a person with IDD trust professionals that use coercion as a method of providing safety, protection, and treatment? What are the alternatives?
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